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Chapter 7

Regional Differences Affecting
Technology Choices for the 1990s

INTRODUCTION

Overview

The inherent uncertainty associated with esti-
mating future electricity demand is one of the
most important factors affecting utility choices
among electricity supply options. Demand growth
rates differ dramatically within and among re-
gions, and unanticipated changes in these rates
can substantially affect both overall system relia-
bility and the need for new generating capacity.
Other factors that vary by region also strongly in-
fluence utility technology choices. This chapter
focuses on these differences, quantifies them
where possible, and speculates on their short-
and long-term influence.

Among these other differences are plant life ex-
tension opportunities (defined by the age and
type of existing generating facilities) and present
and projected fuel dependence, which generally
establishes regional benchmarks for technology
cost comparisons. Other variables discussed in
this chapter include opportunities for

REGIONAL ISSUES

The Role of Uncertainty

power transfers; potential supply contributions
from load management, conservation, and co-
generation; constraints imposed by natural re-
source availability; and differences in regional
regulatory and economic environments.

Definition of Regions

While regions can be defined by many
characteristics—e. .g., demographics, economic
make-up, census divisions, and/or physical
geography—the regions used most often in this
chapter will be those of the electric reliability
councils. There are nine regional councils in the
United States and one national group: the North
American Electric reliability Council (N ERC). Fig-
ure 7- I summarizes what the councils do and
shows which areas of the country they cover. Fig-
ure 7-2 illustrates how these regions compare
with census divisions, because occasionally data
will be presented in this format as well.

increased

DEFINED BY ELECTRICITY DEMAND

in
Regional Demand Forecasts

As noted in chapter 3, the national average an-
nual rate of growth in electricity demand fluctu-
ated greatly through the 1970s. Growth rate
predictions have similarly varied. For example,
in 1975, NERC expected demand growth to sta-
bilize at 6.9 percent per year through 1984; as
of early 1984, the council expected growth
through 1993 to average 2.5 percent, ’ Other esti-

‘North American Electric Reliability Council (N ERC), 14th Annua/
Review  of Overall Reliability and Adequacy of Bulk Power Supply
in the  E/ectrlc  Uti/lty Systems of North America (Princeton, NJ:
NERC, 1984).

mates range between 1 and 5 percent (see fig-
ure 3-4 in chapter 3). As figure 7-3 illustrates,
small changes in expected growth lead to sub-
stantial differences in capacity requirements to
meet overall demand.

Wide regional variations in demand growth
rates have been and continue to be common.
NERC 1984 projections for average annual de-
mand growth in the next decade range from 1.3
(MAAC) to 4.0 percent (ERCOT). Comparable dis-
parities also occur within regions. For example,
within WSCC, which is divided into four sub-
regions, the California-Southern Nevada Power
Area expects demand growth of 1.9 percent,
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Figure 7-1 .—Map of North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) Regions

NERC helps ensure the adequacy and reliability of the U.S./Canadian electricity power supply system by acting as a forum for greater coor-
dination between regional utility systems. The nine regional organizations listed below provide similar services to their member utilltles,
Several of the regional councils have member systems in Canada. Throughout this chapter, statistics will be cited for U.S. members only,

East Central Area Reliability Coordination Agreement
Electric Reliability Council of Texas
Mid-Atlantic Area Council
Mid-America Interpool Network
Mid-continent Area Power Pool
Northeast Power Coordinating Council
Southeastern Electric Reliability Council
Southwest Power Pool
Western Systems Coordinating Council
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Northeast

Middle
Atlantic

SOURCE U S Bureau of the Census

while the Arizona-New Mexico Power Area ex-
pects growth on the order of 4.4 percent.2 Many
factors underlie these differences in growth rates,
including observed and expected consumer re-
sponse to electricity prices and the prices of com-
peting energy sources; regional and national eco-
nomic structure and trends; the anticipated
effects of cogeneration, load management, and
conservation; varied utility system efficiency im-
provements; and new uses for electricity.

Historically, reserve mat-gins have been used
as general indices of system reliability. As ex-
plained in box 7A, the definition of what consti-
tutes an adequate reserve varies. While the tradi-

Zlb;d.

tional target has been 20 percent, utility systems
within the same region may adopt different stand-
ards depending on many factors, including indi-
vidual plant characteristics, access to power from
other systems, and characteristics of customer de-
mand. Looking at reserve margins on a regional
scale thus suggests rather than defines the relia-
bility issues in a given region.

As figure 7-3 suggests, reserve margin estimates
are particularly sensitive to demand growth pre-
dictions. U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) pro-
jections based on current NERC demand and ca-

pacity forecasts indicate that, between 1984 and
1993, six of the nine NERC regions will at some
point fall short of selected reliability criteria (see
table 7-4). If future demand growth proves higher
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In the f igure above, regional demand is calculated under four different national demand growth rates: 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.50/o.
The regional growth rates expected by NERC councils under the 1984 2,!5°/. forecast for national demand were used to establish relative

weights for each region. These weights were then applied to the three other scenarios so regional differences in growth rates would be
accounted for.

The 20 percent reserve margin for 1993 was calculated with the following formula:

capacity planned for 1993 – expected peak x 100

expected peak

These capacity projections do not account for contributions from power interchanges, nor are they adjusted for expected maintenance,
outages, and similar factors.

Shortfalls and/or excesses were calculated as follows:
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qFor example,  a recent study by J. Steven Herod and Jeffrey Skeer

of the Office of Coal and Electricity Policy, U.S. Department of
Energy projects regional reserve margins through 2000 under two
different national demand growth scenarios. The first scenario as-
sumes growth at 2.6 percent through 1990 and 2.4 percent from
199o through 2000. The second, higher growth scenario assumes
3.3 percent growth through 1990 and 2.9 percent growth from 1990
to 2000, The utility capacity projections used in Herod and Skeer’s
analysis exclude: 1 ) coal units planned but not yet under construc-
tion as of the end of 1983, and 2) nuclear units only one-third com-
plete as of that date. As would be expected, under these assump-
tions several regions show reserve margin problems earlier than
indicated in figure 7-3. In particular, both ERCOT and MAPP would
fall below 20 percent in the mid to late 1980s, highlighting these
regions’ dependence on planned additions. All regions would fall
below 20 percent by 1994 under the high growth scenario. For fur-
ther information, see J. Steven Herod and Jeffrey Skeer, “A Look
at National and Regional Electric Supply Needs, ’’presented at the
12th Energy Technology Conference and Exposition, March 1985.
The views expressed in the report are those of the authors.

5u. s. Depaflment of Energy (DOE), E/ectric  Power  SUPP/Y and

Demand for tk Contiguous United States 1984-1993 (Washington,
DC: DOE, June 1984.
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Table 7-1.-Utility Type, By Region

Percent total
Percent total electricity sales to

Number of electricity sales to ultimate customers
publicly ultimate customers from publicly owned
owned from IOUS, by census utilities, by census
utilities region, 1983 region, - 1983

43
49

165
217
152
138
113
52
55

984

91
92
90
64
81
36
81
70
62
76

9
8

10
36
19
64
19
30
39
24

cent margin may not completely assure system
reliability in those systems which place heavy em-
phasis on large plants, Whether or not this will
emerge as an issue remains unclear; as of 1980,
ECAR, ERCOT, MAAC, and SERC were the only
regions with more than 15 percent of total ca-
pacity in units equaling or exceeding 500 MW;
of these regions, ERCOT had the highest
percentage–25 percent.G

Opportunities for Consumer Side
Alternatives to New Capacity

Conservation

Conservation can offer a cost effective alterna-
tive to a significant quantity of new capacity con-
struction, and the National Association of Regu-
latory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) is actively
encouraging utilities across the country to include
conservation in their resource plans. From a util-
ity’s perspective, one of the major issues associ-
ated with relying on this “consumer side” sup-
ply strategy is that implementation depends on
actions outside the utility’s direct control. While
different pricing strategies have been used to en-
courage conservation, customer responses are
not entirely predictable. Utilities are also con-
cerned about conservation efforts which might
reduce off-peak demand without affecting the

G@rlVecf  f~om generating plant database prepared for OTA  in
January 1985 by E.H. Pechan & Associates, Inc.

peak, thereby decreasing system load factor with-
out decreasing the need for new capacity.

The energy conservation resource appears
quite large, although estimates of the potential
energy savings and capacity deferrals vary widely.
OTA’S assessment of conservation opportunities
in specific energy-use categories can be found
in several previous studies. ’

Load Management

NARUC is also encouraging U.S. utilities to
consider load management in their resource
plans, Load shape patterns define the opportu-
nities for load management, As figure 7-4 illus-
trates, these patterns differ among end-use sec-
tors, with industrial loads generally more uniform
than commercial or residential ones. Load shape
variations between utility systems within NERC
regions are as marked as the variations among
regions. The load management opportunities
within a given region are defined by many fac-
tors, including system reserve margins, expected
load factors, customer profiles, the degree to
which a utility generates its own power or pur-
chases it from other systems, and public utility
commission policies.

7U. S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment (OTA),  Energy
Efficiency of Buildings in Cities  (Washington, DC: U.S. Government
printing Office (GPO), March 1982); OTA, Industrial Energy Use

(Washington, DC: GPO, June 1983); OTA, U.S. Vu/nerabi/ity  to an
Oil Import Curtailment: The Oil Replacement Capability (Wash-
ington, DC: GPO, September 1984.)
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Figure 7.4.— Sample Load Curve for a Utility in the
ECAR Region on a Day in January
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One of the key operational objectives behind

l o a d  m a n a g e m e n t  i s  t o  i n c r e a s e  s y s t e m  l o a d

factor–the ratio of average load to total load over

a specified time interval. I n the united States, re-
gions with high load factors are generally charac-
terized by moderate, stable climates and/or heavy
industrial loads, while low load factors usually are
indicative of high seasonal peaks in electricity use
and/or little heavy industry.8

In all regions, there appear to be substantial op-
portunities for load management; these opportu-
nities are discussed in detail in chapter 5. I n par-
ticular, the residential market remains largely
untapped, making areas characterized by high
population density or high population growth at-
tractive candidates (see table 5-I ) if the obstacles
discussed in chapter 5 can be overcome. Oppor-
tunities also remain in the commercial and indus-
trial sectors.

In the long run, fuel reliance patterns may make
load management an unattractive option in some
regions if it defers replacement of costly oil- or
gas-fired units.9 This may be especially important
in oil- or gas-dependent areas such as ERCOT,
MAAC, NPCC, SPP, the Florida subregion in
SERC, and two subregions of WSCC–the Ca!ifornia-
Southern Nevada Power Area and the Arizona
New Mexico Power Area. From the consumer’s
standpoint, the deciding factor regarding the
desirability of such deferrals will be the ultimate
impact on electricity bills—a function of both
electricity rates and electricity use. For utilities,
the desirability of such deferrals will be heavily
influenced by their cost relative to other electri-
city supply options.

Municipal utilities (munies) and rural cooper-
atives (coops), most of which buy the bulk of their
power from other systems, are already actively
pursuing load management to both improve load
factor and minimize the cost of purchased power.
These systems accounted for one-third of all the
load control points in 1983. Munies and coops
facing high demand charges on purchased power
are expected to continue to provide a strong load

BNERC, E/ectr/c  power Supply and Demand, 1984-1993 (pr; rice-
ton, Nj:  NERC, 1984).

gjames j, Mulvaney,  planning and Evaluation Division, Electric

Power Research Institute, E/ectric Generation  System Development:
An Overview, November 1983.
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Table 7-2.—Average Fuel Prices, By Region
(in cents per million  Btu)

Residual Distillate
Region oil a o i lb

and year Coal (#6) (#2) Gas

ECAR:
1983 ......., . 168.1
1984 . . . . . . . . . 165.9

ERCOT:
1983 . . . . . . . . . 164.3
1984 . . . . . . . . . 156.5

MAAC:
1983 . . . . . . . . . 158.1
1984 . . . . . . . . . 166.3

MAIN:
1983 . . . . . . . . . 186.7
1984. . . . . . . . . 180.3

MAPP (U.S.):
1983. . . . . . . . . 128.8
1984. . . . . . . . . 132.1

NPCC (U.S.):
1983. . . . . . . . . 194.8
1984. . . . . . . . . 192.5

SERC:
1983. . . . . . . . . 191.8
1984. . . . . . . . . 191.9

SPP:
1983.  . . . , . . . .  166.3
1984. . . . . . . . . 172.6

WSCC(u.s):
1983. . . . . . . . . 109.4
1984. . . . . . . . . 112.6

451.9
460.4

503.7
567.3

464.0
488.0

605.6
613.1

419.5
453.0

446.8
476.0

427.3
463.2

373.8
410.9

602.5
620.9

625.6
628.9

517.9
601.5

602.5
614.6

621.4
629.9

596.9
603.9

635.4
637.7

621.0
608.4

615.3
625.3

619.0
616.2

426.9
419.8

362.3
358.0

405.4
434.1

506.4
474.8

365.9
363.9

395.9
398.1

261.3
332.6

251.3
254.6

500.5
502.9

aMost  of the oiI burned by utilities (e.g., ~ percent)  k residual oil;  it is usuallY
burned in base and intermediate load boilers.

bDistillate OiI IS burned in peaking units (i.e., combustion turbines and diesel
engines).

SOURCE: Data generated for OTA by Energy Information Administration, Elec-
tric Power Division, U.S. Department of Energy, November 1964.

REGIONAL ECONOMIC AND REGULATORY CHARACTERISTICS
AFFECTING TECHNOLOGY CHOICES

Rate Regulation Issues

Avoided Cost

Potential markets for many new generating
technologies depend on the buy-back rates be-
ing offered by utilities under the avoided cost
guidelines of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies
Act (PURPA). Regional generalizations about
these rates are complicated by the substantial var-
iations within regions as well as the continued
changes in rate offerings, primarily due to fluc-
tuating projections of the costs of avoided fuel
use,

Since fuel costs are a critical factor in the eco-
nomics of technology alternatives, regional aver-

ages are presented in table 7-2. As this table il-
lustrates, fuel costs are particularly high in NPCC
and WSCC, two areas within which avoided cost
rates are also high relative to the rest of the coun-
try. In general, the highest avoided energy rates
(as of October 1984) were offered in NPCC,
WSCC, ERCOT, and MAAC, with utilities in States
in each of these regions offering rates equal to
or above 6 cents/kWh. With the exception of
Florida (SERC), States within these four regions
were also the ones with utilities offering the high-
est capacity credits.10

IOFrom data presented  in “’States’ Cogeneration  Rate-Setting Un-
der PURPA, Part 4,” Energy User News, vol. 9, Nos. 40-43, Oct.
1, 8, 15, and 22, 1984



Table 7-3.—Average Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Electricity Prices, By Census Region
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While avoided cost rates could fall in the near
term (e.g., due to declining oil and gas prices)
there is considerable disagreement on this issue. 11

As a policy decision to encourage cogeneration
and new technologies, some State regulatory
agencies (e. g., New York, New Jersey, and Iowa)
are deliberately establishing or encouraging high
buy-back rates .12 These actions have often been
the impetus for litigation; the Iowa rate was be-
ing challenged in court at the time this report
went to press, while the New York rate had just
avoided further challenge when, based on juris-
dictional issues, the Supreme Court declined to
review a lower court’s decision upholding the
rate.

Construction Work in-Progress

State policies towards construction work in-
progress (CWIP) for new generating facilities are
another factor which may strongly influence tech-
nology choices. Allowing CWIP in the ratebase
helps avert the sudden rate shocks which can oc-
cur when major new plants come into operation;
this assumes added importance in areas such as
the New England and Mid-Atlantic States (see
table 7-3) where electricity rates are already high
relative to the rest of the country. Allowing CWIP
in the ratebase can also make it easier for utili-
ties to obtain financing for new construction proj-
ects, since this reduces the perceived and actual
financial risks associated with new construction.
Conceivably, such a policy could encourage all
types of technology, but industry observers sug-
gest it is most likely to favor conventional
technologies—systems with which utilities are the
most familiar and comfortable (see chapter 3 for
a more detailed discussion).

Handling CWIP in retail rates is a State deci-
sion; rate policies are highly variable both be-
tween States and within the same States over

I IOTA workshop on Economic and Regu Iatory  Issues Affect ing

New Generating Technologies, February 1985.
I Zsome industry observers also note that several uti Iity commis-

sions are beginning to react against high avoided cost rates and
may move to set artificially low rates in an effort to protect their
ratepayers. Other States such as California are stepping back from
long-term Ievelized  rates and returning to annual ones. Source: Allen
Clapp,  Director of Financial and Economic Analysis, North Caro-
lina Alternative Energy Corp., personal communication, Novem-
ber 1984,

time.13 As of 1981, about 50 percent of all State
regulatory agencies allowed some form of CWIP
in the ratebase.14 The Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC), which controls wholesale
rates, allows 50 percent of the funds used for con-
struction to be treated as CWIP.

Licensing and Permitting of
Small-Scale Systems

Because the economics of small or under-
capitalized projects are particularly vulnerable to
unanticipated costs or delays, regulatory policies
affecting faciIity siting can also have a strong im-
pact on technology deployment, especially when
third-party producers are involved. To date, most
of the experience in licensing and permitting
small-scale alternative (especially renewable)
technology projects has been in California. Al-
though California’s environmental review proc-
ess is unique and perhaps the most rigorous in
the country, some general trends appear to be
emerging. Of these, the most important is that
new, small-scale (i.e., less than 50 MW) technol-
ogies are not immune to controversy and oppo-
sition. While their impacts tend to be localized,
concerns about them have in some cases led to
lengthy and expensive environmental review,
with the review costs borne by the developers.
In other cases, the same types of projects have
met no local resistance at all (see box 76).

These experiences suggest that implementation
of small-scale solar, geothermal, and wind tech-
nologies will be substantially influenced by lo-
cal regulatory policies, the most influential be-
ing local zoning ordinances, land use permits,
and public health standards. In areas where a
land intensive project is proposed and sensitive
habitat is affected, State and Federal laws may
assume a dominant role, but these effects will be
more site than region specific.

While siting of alternative technologies can be
expected to be carefully monitored, especially
in States with strongly protective environmental

13For  examp~, the Texas public Utility Commission allowed  Cwlp

in the rate base in 1980, but a subsequent 1984 ruling excluded it.
14Energy Inf o r m a t i o n  Admin i s t ra t i on ,  /fT1/JdCtS Of ~/flaf7C/c3/ CO~-

s(raints  on the  E/ectric  UtI/ity /rtdustry  (Washington, DC: Decem-
ber 1981), DOE/EIA-0311.
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KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF REGIONAL
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY SYSTEMS

Present and Projected Fuel Reliance

Regional fuel and technology reliance estab-
lish the benchmarks for technology cost compar-
isons. While most systems with substantial oil and
gas capacity are expected to decrease use of these
fuels over the next decade, reliance on premium
fuels is expected to be strong enough in some
areas, i.e., ERCOT, MAAC, NPCC, and some sub-
regions of SERC, SPP, and WSCC, that the eco-
nomics of competing technologies will remain

particularly sensitive to the price and availabil-
ity of oil and gas (see figures 7-5 and 7-6, and ta-
ble 7-2).15 As discussed in the section on demand
uncertainty, this sensitivity will be heightened if
there are significant changes in actual demand

1 sThese fuel reliance projections are from N ERC, E/ectric  power

Supp/y  and Demand, 1984-1993, op. cit., 1984; and from NERC,
14th Annual Review, op. cit., 1984

The reader should note that all of the 1984 figures cited from
these two NERC documents are projections made by the reliabil-
ity councils in early 1984 (i. e., January-April).
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Figure 7-5.— Regional Utility Capacity by Fuel Use, 1984 and 1993
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(Trenton, NJ: NER~; 1984).

growth requiring either cancellation of plants un-
der construction or rapid construction of new ca-
pacity. These issues are more fully described in
the regional profiles.

Opportunities for Plant Betterment
and Life Extension

If scheduled retirement of aging powerplants
can be delayed by plant rehabilitation or effi-
ciency improvements, the need for new construc-
tion may be deferred. As table 7-5 illustrates,
deferral prospects vary considerably by region.
At least 40 percent of the fossil-fired steam plants

in the MAIN, NPCC, and WSCC regions will be
over 30 years old by 1995, making life extension
a potentially attractive option. In terms of total
capacity, the opportunities for life extension ap-
pear highest in ECAR, SERC, SPP, and WSCC.

Having a large number of older plants does not
mean life extension or plant betterment will be
the most cost-effective supply enhancement op-
tion; as discussed in chapter 5, choosing this op-
tion will depend on site-specific economics.
Nonetheless, the resource scope alone promises
to make it an important factor affecting regional
adoption of new technologies; in all but one re-
gion, the life extension base exceeds regional ca-
pacity additions planned for the decade of 1983-93.
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Figure 7-6.– Regional Utility Generation by Fuel Use, 1984 and 1993
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Supply Enhancements From
Interregional and Intraregional

Power Transfers

The amount and importance of interregional
and intra regional power transfers has increased
dramatically over the past four decades. While
such transfers historically have been used to in-
crease overall system reliability (i. e., emergency
transfers to support energy-deficient areas dur-
ing emergencies), the more recent emphasis has
been on economy transfers which displace high
cost, fossil fuel generation with cheaper electri-
city from neighboring systems. This trend has led
many transmission systems to be consistently
operated at or near maximum secure loading
levels. In systems throughout the country, high
loading levels are now raising concern about im-
pacts on overall system reliability. Related phys-
ical transmission limits are curtailing economically
attractive exchanges into many oil- and gas-de-
pendent regions.16

The situation in MAAC, where considerable
amounts of energy are imported from ECAR and
SERC, highlights these growing problems. In
1982, MAAC’s most limiting bulk power facilities
were loaded to full capacity 40 percent of the
time; 1 year later, this climbed to 70 percent. In
that same year (1 983), the system was used at 90
percent of rated capacity almost 95 percent of
the time17 (see figure 7-7). When systems are used
at this intensity, their ability to respond to u nex-
pected, severe disturbances is reduced, thereby
increasing the risk of service interruption.

Rather than increasing reliability through re-
dundancy, i.e., building new power lines, utili-
ties are responding by developing more sophis-
ticated protective relaying schemes and operating
procedures. Some engineers argue that the net
result of this new trend may be increased load
shedding, indicating acceptance of increased risk
of customer service interruptions (perhaps at
preselected sites) when it results in net economic
gain.18 A combination of factors probably under-

I GN ERC, 14(II Anrtua/ Review, op. cit,, 1984; and Energy I nfor-
mat]on  Administration, /rrteruti/ity  Elu)k Power Transactmrrs  (Wash-
ington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy, October 1983),
DOE/EIA-0418.

I ZN E RC, 74th A~n~a/ Review,  op. cit. , 1984.
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lies this new trend, including anticipation of con-
tinued escalation of construction costs, interest
rates, and fuel costs, as well as public opposition
to (and the regulatory complexity of) building
new plants or new transmission lines .19

Figure 7-8 summarizes power transfer capabil-
ities among regions; table 7-6 shows expected net
import/export levels by region through 1993
(these are relatively long-term “firm capacity” ex-
changes set by contract; economy transfers are
far more variable and predictions regarding their
regional levels are not included). In general, if
demand growth follows present predictions and
current construction plans are implemented, util-
ities with large amounts of coal-fired generation
probably will continue to be net exporters of
power, while systems trying to reduce use of
expensive-to-operate oil and gas units will be net
purchasers of cheaper power–if they have ac-
cess to it. However, it is unlikely that power trans-
fers will be a substantial source of alternative ca-
pacity in many NERC regions due to the heavy
use of existing transmission capacity, the limited
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Figure 7-8.—lnterregional and Intraregional Power Transfer Capabilities

● Total amount of power that can be transferred in a reliable manner.

“ ● With a specific operating procedure in effect.

( + ) No significant transmission limit at this level.

number of new lines scheduled for operation
within the next decade, and the long lead times
associated with siting additional lines. The few
exceptions are discussed in the regional profiles.

Prospects for Nonutility Generation

Cogeneration

A 1983 OTA assessment estimated the techni-
cal cogeneration potential in the United States
by the year 2000 at 200,000 MW in the indus-

trial sector and 3,000 to 5,000 MW in the com-
mercial, agricultural, and residential sectors.
Actual implementation is expected to be con-
siderably less, depending on a broad range of
economic and institutional considerations.20 For
example, if a 7 percent rate of return after infla-
tion is used as the cut-off point for acceptable
project economics a 1984 study prepared for
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Table 7-6.—Actual and Expected Power Transfers, 1983-93°

Years expected to Net exports (range in MW) Years expected to Net imports (range in MW)

Region be net exporter Low High be net importer Low High

ECAR . . . . . . . . . . . 1984-92 270 3,938 1993 175 178
summer 1992 summer 1994 winter 1993 summer 1993

ERCOT . . . . . . . . . 0 0 1984-93 582 709
winter 1986 winter 1989

summer 1987

IvIAAC . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 1984-93 107 1,582
winter/ winter/

summer 1993 summer 1984

MAIN . . . . . . . . . . . 1985-93 65 536 1984 42 462
summer 1993 winter 1989 winter 1984 summer 1984

MAPP (U. S.) . . . . . 1984-92 354 658 1984-93 327 556
winters winter 1984 winter 1986 summers summer 1987 summer 1993

NPCC (U. S.) . . . . . Winters of 1991, 81 101 1984-93 77 1,747
1992, 1993 winter 1991 winter 1993 winter 1990 summer 1985

SERC . . . . . . . . . . . 1984-89 300 1,540, summer 1984; 200 1,300
winter summer summer 1985 winter 1984 1989-93 winter 1989- winter 1992

winter 1991

SPP . . . . . . . . . . . . 1992-93 240 539 1984-92 226 1,017
summer 1993 winter 1993 winter 1984 summer 1987

Wscc (Us.) . . . . . 0 0 1984-93 183 610
winter 1984 winter 1983

estimates are based on 1980 data; the study pro-
jects that 47,435 MW in addition to the 39,348
MW presently available will be available by the
year 2000.22

While some utilities consider the anticipated
impact of power from nonutility generators in
their demand forecasts, capacity plans, and other
data submitted to NERC for preparation of its an-
nual reports, many others do not. This results in
inconsistent treatment and probable underrep-
resentation of these potential resources by the
NERC projections cited in this chapter.

Resource Availability

Regional differences in resource availability will
define the range of opportunity for many new
technologies considered in this assessment.

As figure 7-9 illustrates, geothermal develop-
ment is expected
west and Hawaii

ZI Dun & Bradstreet Technical Economic Serv ices and TRW Energy
Development Group, /ndustria/  Cogeneration  Potentia/  (1980-2000)
for Application of Four Commercially Available Prime Movers at
the Plant Site, Final Report, 1984. 221 bid.

to be co~fined to the South-
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Table 7.7.–Estimated Maximum Industrial Cogeneration Potential Available as of 1980

by the U.S. Department of Energy, April 1985.

Figure 7-9.— Major U.S. Hydrothermal Resources

Reproduced from R L. Smith and t-i. R. Shawl U.S. Geological Su’wey
Circular 76, 1975.

While the wind resource is strong in the West
(WSCC) and most of the development to date has
occurred there, the resource is promising in many
other areas, including parts of ERCOT, MAPP,
NPCC, and SPP (figure 7-10).

“incompatible” land uses may limit the land-
intensive wind and solar technologies, especially

in areas where a high premium is placed on visual
esthetics (see the earlier discussion on licensing
and permitting). In densely populated regions
such as NPCC, development of these technol-
ogies may be more affected by land availability
rather than by resource availability, For example,
solar electric development will be particularly
constrained in heavily populated areas where in-
solation levels require high acreage per kilowatt
of power production. Figure 7-1 Iillustrates the
national solar resource .23

While land availability constraints may limit
solar and wind development, these same con-
straints are expected to augment the attractive-
ness of fuel cells and batteries in urban areas. Re-
sources for CAES development are available in
all regions, as illustrated in figure 7- I 2.

Regions projecting continued and/or expanded
emphasis on coal generation (especially ECAR,
MAIN, MAPP, and SERC) will be likely candidates
for AFBC and IGCC development (see table 7-4).

ZJSolar availability i n the United States varies by close to a factor

of 2 between the Southwest, on the one hand, and the Northwest
and Northeast on the other.
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Figure 7-10.—Average Annual Wind Power (watts per square meter)
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Figure 7.12.—Geological Formations Potentially Appropriate for Compressed Air Energy Storage
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REGIONAL FUEL AND TECHNOLOGY RELIANCE24 PROFILES

East Central Area Reliability
Coordination Agreement (ECAR)

In anticipation of a
2.4 percent regional
annual growth rate
in summer peak de-
mand, ECAR is pro-
jecting a 14 percent PENNSYLVANIA

increase in its 1983
installed capacity INDIANA

levels by 1993.25 The
region relies heavily
on coal (93 percent
of 1984 electricity
generation) and is expected to continue this reli-
ance well into the 1990s. Present constructior~
plans also project a substantial increase in depen-
dence on nuclear energy, from 7 percent of to-
tal generation in 1984 to 13 percent in 1993.26

There is a possibility that several of these nuclear
plants will not be completed on schedule; mem-
ber systems have already had to cancel four nu-
clear units27 (3,600 MW) which were well along
in construction. Two of these (Midland 2 and
Zimmer 1) are among the costliest plants in the
count ry.28

Assuming completion of presently planned
units (i. e., as of the 1984 14th Annual NERC re-
port), ECAR’s 1993 reserve margin is currently
estimated at 32 percentzg—well above traditional
measures of adequacy, According to the region’s
1984 annual report, of the units planned and/or
currently under construction, five nuclear units
(5,1OO MW) scheduled for completion by 1988,
nine combustion turbines (735 MW) and three

Z 4 A ]I of the NERC regio~al maps included in this section are

reprinted with permission from NERC, 14th Annual  Review, op.
cit., 1984.

Z5H ;Storically,  ECAR has been winter peaking, but the region is

expected to be summer peaking from 1984 on.
ZGN ERC, 14th Artrrua/  Review, op. cit., 1984.
z7Marble  Hill I and 2, Midland 1, and Zimmer 1.
28According  t.  ~~&5 (James  Cook, “Nuclear Follies, ” ~~~bes,

vol. 135, No. 3, Feb. 11, 1985, pp. 82-100), the cost per installed
kilowatt at Midland 2 was $4,889, and the cost per kilowatt at Zim-
mer 1 was at $3,827, compared with an $1,180 cost per kilowatt
at Duke Power’s McGuire 2 plant.

291xx,  .E/ectrjc  power  Supply and Demand for the Cmtkwous
United States, 1984-1993, op. cit., 1984.

coal plants (1 ,550 MW) scheduled for comple-
tion between 1989 and 1993 may not be finished
on schedule, raising some questions about ade-
quate reserves at the end of the decade if demand
grows as expected. If these plants are completed
on time, 1993 projections for adjusted reserves
(4.6 percent) fall slightly below suggested relia-
bility criteriaso (see table 7-4), while reserve mar-
gin estimates remain well above 20 percent. As
figure 7-3 suggests, the national high demand
growth scenario could lead to reserve shortfalls
in the region, while lower demand scenarios
leave ECAR with a sizable capacity surplus.

ECAR’s heavy dependence on coal makes it
particulady vulnerable to the cost of more strin-
gent acid rain regulations. Plant derating, retire-
ment of older units which cannot be economi-
cally retrofitted, and increased down-time from
maintaining additional flue gas desulfurization
equipment could create a need for additional ca-
pacity, depending on the emissions reductions
required, the age-mix of the plants affected, pro-
jected electricity demand in the area, and related
factors. Concerns regarding these regulations are
expressed in the annual NERC reports for all the
coal-dependent regions.31

ECAR is characterized by moderate levels of
both intraregional and interregional transfers, in-
cluding power imports from Canada. Within the
region, these transfers are due to load diversity;
inter-regional sales are economy transfers displac-
ing costlier fuel, especially i n the MAAC region.
The region is expected to be a net exporter through
the early 1990s,32 ECAR’s current transmission
system is being used close to its limit; 1,800 miles
of new line are under construction to strengthen
the region’s overall transfer ability.33

301 bid,

II NERC, 14th Annual Ret<iew, op. cit., I %x.

32 Dc)E, E/ectric  power  Supply and Demand for the Contiguous
United States, 1984-1993, op. cit., 1984.

33NERC, 14th AnnUa/  I?ev;ew, op. cit.,  1984; and EIA, /nteruti/ity
Bulk Power Transactions, op. cit., 1983.
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Electric Reliability Council
of Texas (ERCOT)

Demand is ex-
pected to grow at an
average annual rate
of 4 percent i n
ERCOT over the
next decade—the
highest growth rate
of all the NERC re-
gions. Member utili-
ties depend heavily
on gas (60 percent of
total electricity gen-
eration in 1984; ‘projected to decrease to 35 per-
cent in 1993); they are planning to decrease this
dependence by building several thousand mega-
watts of new coal/lignite and nuclear capacity. 34

Present utility capacity plans call for a 40 per-
cent increase in installed capacity over 1983
levels by 1993 (see table 7-4). Even with this
construction, ERCOT may approach or fall below
several suggested reliability criteria within the
next decade if present demand predictions prove
to be accurate. For example, the adjusted reserve
margin is projected to fall to 4.3 percent as of 1991,
and the installed reserve margin is expected to
fall below 19 percent from 1990 through 1993.35

Figure 7-3 suggests the region may experience large
capacity shortfalls relative to other regions under
all but the lowest national growth scenarios.

power from cogenerators could offset possible
shortfalls in the region, since potential contribu-
tions from cogeneration may be inadequately re-
flected by current utility resource plans. While
the present industrial cogeneration potential in
ERCOT is estimated at 5,110 MW,36 the cogenera-
tion capacity additions shown in the region’s 1984
report total 885 MW for the 1984-93 planning
period; total capacity contributions from “other”
sources for 1993 is estimated at 4,862 MW—this
figure includes conservation, load management,
energy from refuse, and other undesignated

JAN ERC, 14th Annua/ Review, op. cit., 1984.
3SDOE, E/ectric  power supply and Demand for the Contiguous

United States, 1984-1993, op. cit., 1984.
JbDun & Bradstreet  and TRW, /ndustria/ Cogeneration  pOtent;a/

(1980-2000), op. cit., 1984.

sources as well as cogeneration .37 I n response to
the large cogeneration resource in-state, the
Texas utilities commission recently ordered one
Texas utility to show cause why several planned
lignite-fired plants should not be decertified in
light of potential capacity from cogenerators.ga

Whether or not the full cogeneration potential
in ERCOT is realized will depend to a large ex-
tent on relative economics; it is likely that cogen-
eration will be one of the major supply options
with which new power generating technologies
will have to compete.

Imports from other regions are expected to play
an increasing role in ERCOT. Historically, there
have been large amounts of interchanges among
ERCOT member systems, mainly for emergency
purposes, but ERCOT has been relatively isolated
from other regions. Lines are presently under con-
struction to link ERCOT systems with SPP and bet-
ter integrate remote generating sources within
ERCOT.39 The region is expected to be a net im-
porter for the next decade (see table 7-6).

Mid-Atlantic Area Council (MAAC)

MAAC utilities rely
predominately on
nuclear and coal- -
fired generation. By
1993, n u c lea r’s
share of total gener-
ation is expected to
jump from 28 to 45 MAAC
percent, while coal’s
share of generation
will drop about 10 percentage points.40 Accord-
ing to a recent NERC report, the “comparatively

J7N ERC, j4th Annua/ Report, op. cit., 1984; and N ERC, Electric
Power Supply and Demand, 1984-1993, op. cit., 1984.

JBAt a recent conference on utility applications for renewable tech-
nologies, the vice president of Houston Light and Power noted this
fact and also remarked that “We have had 1300 MWe (of cogener-
ated power) thrust on us over two years. ” In addition, in 1984 when
the company sought to add 300 MW from third-party producers
to boost its reserve margin to 20 percent, cogenerators  offered 1,275
MW. (Sources: RE1/EEl  Conference, op. cit., November 1984; and
“Developers, Utilities, Lay Out Their Arguments, ” So/ar Energy /rr-
te/ligence Report, Nov. 19, 1984, p. 365).

WNERC, 74th Annua/ Review, op. cit., 1984; and EIA, lnteruti/-
ity Bulk Power Transactions, op. cit., 1983.

40N ERC, E/e~rjc  Power  Supply and Demand, 1984-1993, op.  cit.,

1984.
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weak financial position of some electric utilities
in the Region may force decisions to reduce cap-
ital expenditures, which will delay the service
dates of generating units under construction."41

Two units (one nuclear, one oil-fired) have al-
ready been delayed (the nuclear unit by 2 years,
from October 1988 to April 1990; the oil unit from
June 1992 to beyond the 1984-93 planning period).
MAAC planners cite reduced demand forecasts
and financing problems as the major reasons for
the delays.

Presently, annual demand growth is predicted
to remain at 1.3 percent and reserve margins are
expected to be adequate through the early 1990s.
As figure 7-3 illustrates, given present construc-
tion plans, reserves would fall below 20 percent
only u rider the 4.5 percent national growth sce-
nario. of course, further plant delays (or unex-
pected changes in demand growth) could change
this situation. The region is already taking maxi-
mum possible advantage of economy power
transfers from neighboring regions, notably ECAR
and SERC; transmission limitations are expected
to keep these levels below the amount MAAC
utility systems would prefer. These factors may
create an attractive climate for short lead time,
new technologies if those technologies are eco-
nomically competitive at the time a need for ad-
ditional power is recognized.

While only 7 percent of the electricity gener-
ated in 1984 in MAAC was expected to be oil-
fired (decreasing to 4 percent by 1993), oil and
gas comprise nearly 52 percent of MAAC’s1984
installed capacity and will probably account for
44 percent in 1993.42 Oil is the region’s “swing”
fuel: if circumstances delay construction or in
some way impede use of the region’s coal and
nuclear capacity, or if demand increases substan-
tially faster than expected, oil use will increase.
In that case, oil costs will strongly influence the
relative economics of alternative generating options.

Like other coal-using regions, MAAC is vulner-
able to changes in present environmental regu-
lations. Regional planners note that, if present reg-
ulations are substantially tightened, the impact
on some of the area’s older coal plants could af-

4 I N ERC, r#th  A n n u a l  R e v i e w ,  op. cit . ,  1984, P. s 1.

42 N E RC, 7 qth A nnua/  Review, op. cit., 1984.

feet overall system reliability, because some units
might have to be retired and the output of others
would be substantially reduced. This could cre-
ate a need for additional power sources—another
potential opportunity for new technologies.

Nuclear power is another important issue in the
region. In particular, developing sufficient away-
from-reactor storage facilities for radioactive
wastes is a concern for some MAAC utilities
which face shortages in onsite storage facilities
at some of their older nuclear plants.43

I n the long
run, this too may affect technology choices in the
region.

Mid= America Interpool Network (MAIN)

MAIN expects its
installed capability
to exceed 1983
levels by 22 percent
in 1993; this con-
struction level is
based on a predicted
demand growth rate
of only 1.8 percent.
The region presently
relies heavily on coal
(68 percent of total
electricity genera-
tion in 1984) and nu-
clear power (29 per-
cent). By 1993, coal
is expected to de-
crease to 56 percent

MICHIGAN

of total electricity generated by electric utilities
in the region, while nuclear’s share is expected
to increase to 41 percent.44

Given their emphasis on coal generation, the
region’s utility systems are sensitive to changes
in air emissions regulations. Potential construc-
tion delays could also be a problem—85 percent
of all of the plants presently under construction
in MAIN are nuclear; seven new units are planned
to come into commercial service between 1984
and 1987.45 Delays would be especially impor-
tant in light of projected reliability criteria for the

431 bid.
441 bid.
4Jlbid.
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Mid-Continent Area Power Pool
(MAPP-U.S.)

The U.S. members
of MAPP presently
rely on coal and nu-
clear power for the
bulk of their electri-
city generation—20
percent nuclear, 66
percent coal; hydro-
electric power sup-
plies 14 percent.
MAPP is expected to
continue its reliance
on these technologies through the 1990s. While
oil and gas accounted for less than 1 percent of
total generation in 1984 and are expected to sup-
ply about the same in 1993, installed nuclear ca-
pability in the region is expected to exceed oil
and gas by less than 2 percent during the same
time period. so This makes oil and gas “swing
fuels” in the region, with all the associated im-
plications for avoided cost rates.

Demand growth is predicted to increase at an
average annual rate of 2.4 percent over the next
10 years; utilities within the region are planning
an 11.5 percent increase in capacity levels by
1993. 51 DOE projections of reserve margins
(which assume scheduled completion of all units
planned as of the end of 1983) indicate the re-
gion may fall below traditional reliability criteria
in the late 1980s and early 1990s (see table 7-4).
In addition, figure 7-3 suggests shortfalls of the
20 percent reserve margin under all but the low-
est national demand growth case. Since construc-
tion has not yet begun on roughly 50 percent of
the plants scheduled to come on line afier 1989,5

system reliability concerns may create a window
of opportunity for short lead-time technologies
in the region.

50NERC,  Electric Power Supply and Demand, 1984-1993, op.  cit.,
1984;  and NERC, 14th Annual Review, op. cit., 1984.

JINERC, E/ectric  Power  Supply and Demand, 1984-1993, op. cit.,

1984.
52N ERC,  ldt~ Annua/ Review, op. cit., 1984.
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MAPP members echo the concerns of other
coal-reliant systems regarding the potential im-
pact of more stringent air quality controls. Besides
impeding overall reliability, increasing mainte-
nance needs, and spurring “premature” plant
retirements, they think retrofits could also lead
to higher electricity costs for consumers. 53

While MAPP’s member utilities will not be
increasing their reliance on nuclear power, stor-
age of spent fuel from existing plants is a con-
cern for the 1990s because onsite storage capac-
ity will be fully used by that time. If national
nuclear waste repositories for away-from-reactor
storage are not available, some member systems
expect they may have to reduce generation from
their nuclear units.sq As in MAAC, this could cre-
ate further need for new capacity.

The U.S. members of MAPP are summer peak-
ing; its Canadian members are winter peaking.
MAPP’s U.S. members import power from its
Canadian members, exchange power with neigh-
boring council such as MAIN, and engage in a
substantial amount of intraregional transfers avail-
able due to load diversity within the region.
Studies are now underway regarding the feasi-
bility of increasing the region’s ability to import
hydroelectric power from Manitoba into Minne-
sota and Wisconsin, and the Dakotas. 55Given the
usual economic attractiveness of such trans-
actions, imports could emerge as a more cost-
effective supply option than competing generat-
ing technologies if MAPP’s import capabilities are
increased.

’31 bid.
5A! bid.

55EIA, /nterut;/;ty Bulk power Transactions, op. cit., 1983; and
NERC, 14th Annual Review, op. cit., 1984.

Northeast Power Coordinating Council
(N PCC-U.S.)

More than 50 per-
cent of installed ca-
pacity in NPCC is oil-
fired. Oil accounted
for 38 percent of
total generation in
1984; it is expected
to account for 21
percent in 1993,
Nuclear units ac- NEW YORK

. .
counted for 16 per-
cent of 1984 capac- NPCC-U.S.

ity and are expected to represent 23 percent by
1993 (23 percent and 38 percent of total gener-
ation, respectively), while coal-fired units ac-
counted for 1 1 percent of 1984 capacity and are
expected to contribute 17 percent by 1993 (18
and 27 percent of generation, respectively). 56

Decreasing the region’s heavy dependence on
oil hinges on completion of several new coal and
nuclear units ranging in size from 800 to 1,150
MW. Some of these plants have proven quite
controversial. For example, two of NPCC’s nu-
clear units—Shoreham and Seabrook l—are
among the most expensive plants in the coun-
try, with installed costs of $5,192 and $3,913 per
kilowatt, respectively .57 increased electric rates
associated with bringing these plants into the rate-
base could run as much as 53 percent for Shore-
ham (Long Island Lighting Co.’s service area)
and 63 percent for Seabrook I (for Public Serv-
ice of New Hampshire’s customers) .58 If demand
growth continues as predicted (1.7 percent) and
if some of these new plants are not completed
and brought into service during the 1985-90 time
period, the opportunities for new technologies
will depend to a large extent on their competi-
tiveness with new oil-fired, conventional units.
(As discussed below, imports from Canada are
not likely to be able to fill the resulting demand
for power.) Given the high population density of
many NPCC States, modular technologies which

JGPJERC, E/e~riC Power Supply and Demand, 1984-1993, op. cit.,
1984.

J7Cook, Op. cit., Feb. 11, 1985.

Jalbid.
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are not land intensive might prove the easiest to
site.

Cancellation of currently planned facilities
could also adversely affect reliability criteria
within the region. Given present plans to increase
generating capability 14 percent over 1983 levels
by 1993, it is expected that the systems within
NPCC will meet traditional reliability measures
into the 1990s. But problems are anticipated in
mid-decade if these units are not brought on line,
peak demand growth substantially increases be-
yond present forecasts, and/or presently operat-
ing nuclear units are not kept in operation,

On the other hand, if currently planned units
come into service as scheduled, figure 7-3 sug-
gests a shortfall of the 20 percent reserve margin
in the early 199os only under the 4.5 percent na-
tional demand growth scenario.

NPCC systems import power primarily from the
Canadian NPCC systems and ECAR. Reliance on
oil makes economy transfers especially attractive
to NPCC members, but the demand for such
transfers exceeds existing, under construction,
and planned transmission capacity both within
the United States and between NPCC’s U.S. and
Canadian members. Present economy energy
transfer levels leave little capacity for emergency
flows; if emergency transfers are needed, econ-
omy transfers will be reduced. Even NPCCs coal
burning utilities buy economy power when pos-
sible, since they have large loads and heavy peaks
which must otherwise be met with oil-fired steam
and peaking units. 59

WEIA, /nterutj/jty Bu/k Power Transactions, op. cit.,  1983; NERC,

14th Annual Review, op. cit., 1984; and DOE, Electric Power Sup-
ply and Demand for the Contiguous United States, 1984-1993, op.

Southeastern Electric Reliability
Council (SERC)

SERC is character-
ized by a diverse fuel KENTUCKY

base which encour-
ages heavy intrare-
gional economy
transfers as well as
exchanges with in-
terconnected sys-
tems in neighboring
ECAR and SPP.bO Re- MISSISSIPPI

gionwide, coal and
nuclear plants ac- SERC

counted for 68 per-
cent of 1984 installed capacity and 87 percent
of total generation; 1993 projections call for con-
tinuation of these patterns,bl

Twenty-two percent of the capacity in SERC is
oil- or gas-fired. While these plants accounted for
only 7 percent of total generation in 1984, this
pattern varies markedly, with Florida’s installed
oil/gas capacity exceeding levels in the other
SERC subregions by a factor of 5 or more.bz
Florida’s reliance on oil and gas accounts for sub-
stantial intraregional economy transfers from
other members of SERC, although transmission
capacity constraints are limiting otherwise desira-
ble transfers from hydroelectric and coal-fired
generators in Alabama and Georgia.63

While Florida plans to decrease gas generation
in 1993 to slightly less than 50 percent of 1984
levels, oil generation is expected to increase by
4 percent. The overall region is following a simi-
lar but less pronounced pattern; gas generation
as a percent of total electricity generation is ex-
pected to decline by about 2 percent while oil
generation increases about 1 percent.64 Oil and
gas costs and the availability of intraregional and

60EIA, /nterutj/jty  Bulk Power Transactions, op. cit., 1983.

61 N ERC,  IJth Annua/ Review, op. cit., 1984.
GZSixty.seven percent  of 1984 installed capacity and 35 percent

of total generation in Florida was oil- or gas-fired; by 1993, this is
projected to decrease to 57 percent of capacity and 31 percent of
generation.

GJN ERC, 14th Annua/ Review, op. cit., 1984; and EIA, /nteruti/ity

Bulk Power Transactions, op. cit., 1983.
154 NERC, E/ectrjc  Power  Supply and Demand, 1984-1993, OP. cit.,

“cit., 1984. 1984,
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interregional power will continue to be impor-
tant factors affecting the relative economics of
power supply alternatives in the region.

predicted average annual growth in summer
peak demand varies between SERC subregions
from 2.6 to 3.8 percent. Increased conservation
and load management, changing demand pat-
terns, increased construction costs, and the ad-
dition of customer generation are cited by the
council as reasons for canceling or deferring con-
struction on five nuclear plants and five coal units.
Current construction plans call for a 22 percent
increase over 1983 capacity levels by 1993. This
includes 23 coal units (average size 588 MW), 9
nuclear units, 13 pumped storage facilities (aver-
age size 207 MW), and 19 hydro units (average
size 40 MW).65 If all of these units are completed
on schedule, reserve margins in the area appear
more than adequate through the early 1990s. As
figure 7-3 illustrates, higher than expected de-
mand growth (e. g., a national rate of 3.5 percent
or more) could create potential capacity needs
in the region and an opportunity for competitive
new technologies. Assuming continued utility
commitment to the plants now under construc-
tion, lower than expected growth could have the
opposite elffect.

Southwest Power Pool (SPP)

Average annual
peak demand growth
predictions for SPP’s
three subregions for
the 1985-93 p!an-
ning period range
from 1.1 to 6.1 per-
cent. overall, the re-
gion’s 1984 generat-
ing capability was
predominately oil,

SPP joins SERC as one of the only regions pro-
jecting an increase in reliance on oil for genera-
tion (from 4 percent in 1984 to 8 percent in 1993).
Actual and projected fuel reliance for electricity
generation in the region emphasizes coal, gas,
and nuclear fuels, with coal increasing from 51

percent in 1984 to 53 percent in 1993; gas de-
creasing substantially, from 36 percent in 1984
to 23 percent in 1993; and nuclear doubling from
7 percent in 1984 to 14 percent in 1993.67

Fuel reliance within SPP is variable between
subregions, encouraging intraregional transfers
from coal-reliant areas to those emphasizing oil
or gas. Both the Southeast and West Central sub-
regions are heavily reliant on oil and gas, al-
though both plan to decrease capability and gen-
eration from these fuels as a fraction of total
capability and generation by the 1990s.68

Member utilities in SPP are planning to increase
1993 installed capacity by 21 percent over 1983
levels. As figure 7-3 shows, these plans leave re-
serves above the 20 percent margin through 1993
u rider all but the high national growth scenarios
(i.e., 3.5 percent or more). The majority of these
new plants are coal or lignite (1 0,200 MW), but
more than half of them (about 6,000 MW) were
only in the planning stage as of January 1984. The
remaining new plants are nuclear (5,700 MW)
and peaking capacity (1, 100 MW, mainly com-
bustion turbines). if all of these plants are com-
pleted on schedule, the region will still be de-
pendent on gas and oil (i.e., 44 percent of total
planned capacity for 1993).69 Delays could cre-
ate potential opportunities for new technologies.

671 bid.; and N ERC,  14th Annua/ Review, Op. cit., 1984.

bBFOr  example, 73 percent of 1984 generating capability in the

Southeast subregion was oil- or gas-fired; 46 percent of total gen-
eration was from gas. In the West Central subregion, 51 percent
of installed capability was oil or gas in 1984; 43 percent of total
generation was from gas. By 1993, oil-gas capability as a percent
of total plant is expected to decrease to 56 percent in the South-
east subregion and 42 percent in the West Central subregion, with
generation from gas sources also decreasing. Dependence on oil
generat ion, whi le smal l ,  is  expected to increase in both
subregions—from 11 to 17 percent in the Southeast, from 0,05 to
1.5 percent in the West Central. In contrast, the Northern subre-
gion expects generation from gas to remain around 5 percent from
1984 through 1993, with oil generation less than 1 percent; installed
oil and gas capacity was 29 percent in 1984 and is projected at
25 percent in 1993. From NERC, E/ectric  Power Supp/y  and De-
mand, 1984-1993, op. cit., 1984.

69N ERC,  14th Annual Review, op. cit., 1984.
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As a hedge against possible oil and gas avail-
ability problems or price increases, member util-
ities are installing (or planning to install by the
early 1990s) several new transmission lines to take
better advantage of available economy power
transfers from SERC, ERCOT, MAPP, and WSCC.70

if new generating sources are needed, major fac-
tors affecting their comparative economics will
include the price and availability of oil and gas,
the regulatory climate affecting the region’s coal
plants, and the degree to which the promising
cogeneration resource in Louisiana (see table 7-
7) has been tapped.

Western Systems Coordinating Council
(WSCC-u.s.)

Of ail the NERC
regions, subregional
differences in gener-
ation mix are most
pronou need in
WSCC, where there
are four separate
power pools–the
Northwest Power
Pool,  The Rocky
Mountain Power
Area, the Arizona-
New Mexico Power
Area (ANMPA), and
the California-South-
ern Nevada Power
Area (CSNPA).

UTAH COLORADO

TEXAS

71 N ERC,  Iqth Annual Review, op. cit., 1984, P. 58.
7ZNERC,  E/@ric power  Supply  and Demand, 1984-1993, op. cit.,

1984;  and NERC, 14th Annua/ Review, op. cit., 1984.
TIFor example,  as of April 1985, Texaco and Chevron were each

proposing to erect 1,200 MW of cogeneration  capacity in the heavy
oil fields in Kern County (total projected capacity of 1200 MW).
Source: Burt Solomon, “Paradise Lost In California, ” The Energy
Dai/y,  vol. 13, No. 80, Apr. 26, 1985.
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western States in WSCC also import power from
the Pacific Northwest when it is available. Con-
struction plans are underway to improve trans-
mission capability within WSCC itself as well as
among it and SPP, MAPP, and MAAC to take bet-
ter advantage of economy power transfers. ANMPA
members are especially interested in maximizing
use of available transmission facilities because
they are capacity rich and financially dependent
on selling surplus power to other WSCC mem-
bers. Presently, there are insufficient facilities in
place to take full advantage of available economy
power transfers; in particular, transmission capa-
bility is insufficient to meet the demand for such
transfers into the California-Southern Nevada sub-
region and for transfers between the Rocky
Mountain and Arizona-New Mexico subregions.74

Predicted demand growth varies dramatically
between WSCC subregions, with the predicted
average annual increase in summer peak demand
ranging from 1.9 percent (CSNPA) to 4.4 percent
(ANMPA). If only 65 percent of the capacity pres-
ently planned to come on line in 1993 (41 per-
cent coal and 34 percent nuclear) is actually built,
member utilities expect that, while some relia-
bility criteria may not be met, overall resources
will be adequate as long as demand does not in-
crease faster than currently projected.75

Alaska Systems Coordinating Council
(ASCC)

Most of Alaska’s population (i.e., 75 percent)
resides in the “Rail belt” area stretching between
Seward, Anchorage, and Fairbanks. Electricity in
this region is provided primarily by indigenous
natural gas, supplemented by coal, oil, and
hydropower. The Railbelt is the only subregion
interconnected by a common grid. If pending
license applications with FERC for two hydro-
power projects are approved (Bradley Lake–90
MW, and Susitna–1 ,600 MW), ASCC expects the
subregion will have sufficient capacity to meet
expected demand past the year 2000.76 It is

74N ERC, T4th Annua/ Review,  op. cit., 1984; and EIA, /nteruti/ity

Bulk Power Transactions, op. cit.,  1983.
Z5NERC, ]4th Annual Review, op. cit., 1984.
761 nformation provided  to OTA  by the Alaska Systems Coordi-

nate ng Cou ncll  (ASCC), a N ERC affiliate, personal communication,
May 1985.

doubtful that capacity credits for akernative tech-
nologies wou Id be available in the near term un-
rider this scenario; the Railbelt’s projected 1985
peak is 717 MW; the 1990 peak is expected to
be 918 MW.77

While the technical and environmental con-
cerns surrounding the Susitna Project appear re-
solved, its size and cost are controversial. In re-
sponse, the State is proposing to build the project
in stages, starting with 500 MW and eventually
upgrading the facility to 1,600 MW.78 FERC is not
expected to make a licensing decision until some-
time in 1986.79

The ASCC expects greater development of the
Railbelt’s indigenous coal reserves if Susitna is not
approved, creating a potential opportunity for
new coal technologies. In addition, there are
pending applications for waivers of the Fuel Use
Act’s natural gas generation prohibitions to allow
Railbelt utilities to take greater advantage of the
State’s natural gas reserves.

Southeastern Alaska is served primarily by Fed-
eral and State hydropower projects. The rest of
the State—consisting of widely dispersed villages
(the “bush’ ’)-obtains electricity from diesel-
fueled generators. Access to many of these areas
is difficult. The bush subregion appears to offer
the best development potential for dispersed
electric generating technologies in Alaska. Of the
technologies considered in this report, wind tur-
bines appear among the likeliest candidates.
There also has been some development of photo-
voltaics (PV) in remote areas, and hybrid systems
linking wind or PV with battery storage may prove
attractive. For any new technologies considered
for electricity generation in the bush, project eco-
nom ics will be strongly influenced by the Power
Cost Equalization Program.

Diesel fuel costs in the bush are high, result-
ing in electricity costs of up to $1 /kWh in some
areas (e.g., where fuel has to be flown in). Elec-
tricity costs from 35 to 50 cents/kWh are typical.
Under the Power Cost Equalization Program,
these costs are subsidized by the State, so that

zzlbld.
781 bid.
79Vic Reinemer,  “Electrifying Alaska, ” Pub/ic  Power, November-

December 1983, vol. 41, No. 6, pp. 10-19.
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village residents pay only a small fraction (in some
instances, less than 9 cents/kWh for the first 75o
kWh used each month) of the production cost
of electricity.BO The program is funded by royal-
ties from oil sales.81

Outside of the comparative cost issues raised
by present implementation of this cost equaliza-
tion program, the main constraint on extensive
wind development appears to be the absence of
a grid allowing power transfers among villages
and from dispersed sources to the State’s major
load centers. Obtaining third-party financing for
small facilities could also be a problem, although
the State has shown willingness to help facilitate
new projects .82

Technical issues affecting wind development
in the State include the substandard installation
of many of the village diesel generator systems
(e.g., systems with transmission lines running on
the ground covered with wood boxes and/or
generators housed in plywood structures suscep-
tible to fire).83 Gaining access to remote areas for
construction and/or maintenance could also be
a problem84 for wind as well as any other tech-
nology.

The Alaska wind resource is especially attrac-
tive along the coast. The solar resource is strong
but subject to extreme seasonal variation: in late
winter, daylight is only available for 4 hours; in
midsummer, light is available for about 20 hours.
Geothermal resources are available on the Aleu-
tian Islands, but there is no power transfer capa-
bility, either existing or planned, to transfer elec-
tricity from this area to the State’s load centers,
making substantial development of this resource
for electricity generation unlikely.

sOFor the  first i’SO kWh  used each month, the State picks uP anY
additional charge above 8.5 cents, and below 52 cents, per kWh.
Source: Information provided to OTA by Kinetic Energy Systems,
an energy firm in Anchorage, AK personal communication, May
1985.

al I nformation provided to OTA  by Polarconsu  h, an energy  @Ch-
nology  consulting firm i n Anchorage, AK, personal com mu n ica-
tion, May 1985.

Bzlbid.
831 bid.
841nf’ormation  provided  to OTA  by Independent Energy produc-

ers, a California-based alternative technology trade association, per-
sonal communication, May 1985.

Hawaii

The State of Hawaii is a chain of islands in the
Hawaiian Archipelago. Most of the State’s busi-
nesses and residents are on Oahu in or near Hon-
olulu, the State capital. Oahu accounts for about
80 percent of Hawaii’s peak electricity demand.

The State is served by a handful of investor-
owned electric utilities relying almost exclusively
on oil-fired capacity (99 percent of utility-owned
generation in 1983 was oil-fired).85 This genera-
tion is supplemented by seasonal purchases from
third-party producers, most of which are sugar
processing facilities cogenerating electricity from
boilers fueled with bagasse, the pulpy residue
from processing sugar.86 Sugar is the State’s main
agricultural crop.87 For approximately 48 weeks
each year, firm power contracts from bagasse-
fired cogeneration provide about 20 MW on the
Big island (expected 1985 peak demand for the
island: 99 MW), 20 MW on Maui (expected peak
demand: about 102 MW), and 15 MW on Kauai
(expected peak demand: 40 MW). Oahu, with
an approximate peak demand of 949 MW, has
no power from these sources. 88

Power contributions from sugar processors are
not expected to increase substantially over the
next decade due to economic uncertainties in the
industry. 89 Significant increases in power contri-
butions from other biomass fuels are not ex-
pected. 90

While the islands are too new geologically to
have indigenous fossil fuels and there are no
known offshore oil reserves nearby, Hawaii has
abundant renewable and geothermal resources.
A recent study predicts that, by 2005, indigenous

6tEdiSon  Electric  ] nstltute  (EEI), s~a~jS~jCd/  Year~oo&  of ~~e E/eC.
(ric Uti/ity  /ncfustry/1983  (Washington, DC: EEI, 1984).

.96Many sugar  plantations  also  generate hydroelectric Power, but

this is used mainly onsite for irrigation.
BzThe sugar industry accounts for 80 percent of the jobs on the

neighbor islands to Oahu.  Source: Hawaii /ntegrated  Energy Assess-
ment (HI EA), vol. I, prepared for U.S. Department of Energy by
the Department of Planning and Economic Development, State of
Hawaii; and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley, June 1981.

aBThese peak demand figures are estimates for 1985 provided to

OTA  by the Hawaiian Electric Power Co., Inc., in June 1985.
w! “formation provided to OTA by the Hawaiian Electric power

Co., Inc., May 1985.
90 HIEA,  Op. cit., 1981.
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renewable resources could provide 90 percent
of the island’s electricity; each county has devel-
oped an energy plan aimed at decreasing depen-
dence on imported fuels within cost and envi-
ronmental constraints 91

The State’s solar resource is strong and con-
sistent; the average insolation rate is higher than
that of the mainland United States and there is
also less seasonal variation. 9z Hawaii’s wind re-
source is similarly promising; the northeast trade
winds blowing across the islands offer one of the
most consistent wind regimes in the world. Ha-
waiian Electric Renewable Systems, I nc.,93 is in-
stalling fifteen 625-kW wind turbines on Oahu;
these are scheduled to come on line by the end
of 1985. There are also about 3 MW of wind ca-
pacity operating intermittently on the Big Island
of Hawaii .94 The State may also be the site of a
DOE demonstration project for a multi-megawatt
wind turbine (MO D-5 B).

Most of Hawaii’s energy resources are located
far from the Oahu load center. High-temperature
geothermal reserves are a case in point: the Puna
resource on the Big Island of Hawaii is consid-
ered extensive enough to fulfill most of the State’s
power needs for decades to come.95 However,
presently there is no means of transferring power
from the Big Island to oahu. This lack of trans-
mission capability is the single biggest impedi-
ment to development of the islands’ indigenous
energy resources.

Development of an interconnected power
transfer system hinges on successful design and
installation of an undersea transmission cable ca-
pable of withstanding greater pressures, and ex-
tending greater distances, than has been at-
tempted before. To date, submarine cables have
not been installed below a depth of 1,800 feet
and the longest distance a submerged cable has

9’ Ibid.
‘zJc.hn W, Sh u pe, “Energy SeIf-Sufficiency for Hawaii, ” science,

vol. 216, june 11, 1982, pp. 1193-1199,
93A Subsldlary  of Hawaiian Electrlc Power Co. ’s parent company,

Hawaiian Electrlc  Industries,
WI n(ormatlon  Provided tO OTA  by Hawa(la  n Electric power CO.,

lnc,,  May 1985.
gjH/EA  (op. cit., 1981, p. 41) estimates the Puna resource at 100

to 3,000 MW centuries; other sources estimate It at 1,000 to 5,000
MW (information provided to OTA  by Hawaiian Electric Power Co.,
Inc., May 1985).

covered is 80 miles. A cable linking Hawaii with
oahu would be submerged in a 150-mile wide,
7,000-foot deep channel (the Alenuihaha Chan-
nel). 96 One source estimates construction costs
at anywhere between $250 and $600 million; this
excludes the cost of research and development,
which has been funded primarily by Federal
sources.g 7 Whether or not the cable will ulti-
mately prove feasible, or affordable, has not been
demonstrated. The research phase is expected
to be finished in the late 1980s.98

Hawaii’s dependence on imported fuel pro-
vides a strong incentive to develop its energy re-
sources.gg Solar, wind, and geothermal technol-
ogies are the most likely to be extensively
developed; 100 batteries or fuel cells might offer
some advantages but might be seen as undesir-
able if they continued the State’s dependence on
shipped-in fuels or materials. Switching to coal-
fired technologies currently is unlikely given the
land requirements for solid waste disposal, the
resulting air quality impacts, and the lack of in-
digenous coal resources.

Load management is not a particularly attrac-
tive option for Hawaiian utilities since there is lit-
tle incremental cost difference between their oil-
fired generating units and there are no opportu-
nities for off-peak, lower cost power purchases
from neighboring facilities. System load factors
have continued to improve since 1979, however,
due to decreased electricity demand.101 Load
growth is expected to be minimal on Oahu; the

—...—
9GHIE,.4,  Op.  c i t . ,  1 9 8 1 .

971 nformatio n pro~rided  to (~TA by the Hawaiian Electric Powrer

Co., Inc., May 1985.
gecable feasibi  I Ity studies are progressing; a tentative cable  de-

sign has been selected, test protocol are being developed, and the
requirements of handl  I ng I i ne installation and maintenance at sea
are being studied.

‘WAS of 1984, the State’s average residential electricity rates were

the highest in the United  States (i.e., 11,4 cents/kWh  based on 75o
kWh):  Energy Information Administration, Typica/  Electric 6;//s,  Jan-

uary 7, 1984 (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy, De-
cember 1984), DOE/E lA-O040(84). Residential rates vary substan-
tially between the islands; e.g., in 1982 electricity cost were 11.4
cents/kWh  in Honolulu (Oahu),  while rates on Molokai were more
than 19 cents/kWh  (Shupe,  op. cit., 1982).

IOOpotentlal contributions from OTEC systems may be substan-

tial in the long run, but the technical and economic issues associ-
ated with this technology make it an unlikely candidate for devel-
opment in the 1990s,

101 Information pro~,ided to OTA  by the Hawaiian Electric Power

Co., Inc., May 1985.
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neighboring islands may experience 2 to 5 per- Development of the land-intensive solar and wind
cent annual growth, but this is from very small technologies to meet the State’s electric power
peak demand levels to begin with. 102 needs will definitely be affected by these factors.

The State’s economy is heavily dependent on
But the lack of transmission capacity between the

tourism and agriculture. Land values are at a
islands poses the most immediate impediment to

premium, and Hawaii has strict zoning laws to
substantial development.

protect its agricultural and recreational lands.103

102E5timateS  provided to C)TA  by the Hawaiian Electric power CO.,

Inc., May, 1985.
103H/EA, op. cit., 1981

SUMMARY OF MAJOR REGIONAL ISSUES

Demand Uncertainty

Future electricity demand and the inherent un-
certainty associated with estimating it are two of
the most important factors affecting utility choices
between electricity supply options. Predicted
electricity demand growth rates differ dramati-
cally within and among regions, and unantici-
pated changes in these predictions could substan-
tially affect both overall system reliability and the
need for new generating capacity. Traditional
reliability measures such as generating reserve
margins are very sensitive to demand predictions.
This sensitivity is especially high in regions where
substantial numbers of new coal and nuclear
plants are under construction. In the long run,
consumer reaction to the cumulative “rate
shock” associated with bringing such large plants
into the ratebase may increase utility commission
actions encouraging greater reliance on alterna-
tive supply options.

The 1993 capacity levels in four NERC regions
are expected to exceed 1983 levels by more than
20 percent; for three of these regions—ERCOT,
MAIN, and SPP—this entails an increase of more
than 75 percent in installed nuclear capacity. The
oil-dependent NPCC region will be increasing its
coal capability by similar percentages, although
its overail capability increase over 1983 levels will
be below 20 percent. If demand increases faster
than predicted and construction delays occur, re-
serve margins in some of these regions may be
adversely affected. If demand growth predictions
have been overestimated, construction plans may

have to be altered, with uncertain effects on the
financial status of the utilities affected.

Present and Projected Fuel Reliance

Capacity needs and the relative attractiveness
of available supply options are also strongly in-
fluenced by regional fuel and technology reli-
ance, since these plant characteristics generally
establish the benchmarks for technology cost
comparisons. While most systems with substan-
tial oil and gas capacity are expected to decrease
use of these fuels over the next decade, reliance
on premium fuels is expected to be strong enough
in ERCOT, MAAC, NPCC, and some subregions
of SERC, SPP, and WSCC that the economics of
competing technologies will remain very sensi-
tive to the price and availability of oil and gas.104

This will apply even more strongly in the Florida
subregion of SERC, the Southeast subregion of
SPP, and the Arizona-New Mexico subregion of
WSCC where, due to predictions of high demand
growth and continued decreases in (or stabiliza-
tion of) oil prices, reliability councils are forecast-
ing increased dependence on oil. Regions charac-
terized by heavy reliance on coal or nuclear
power will be vulnerable to changes in present
environmental regulations; the ultimate effect of
regulatory changes will vary between utility sys-
tems and may create the need for additional
power sources in some areas.

104TheSe  fuel reliance projections are from N ERC, ~/ectr;c  power

Supply and Demand, 1984-1993, op. cit., 1984.
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Plant Life Extension

Over the next several decades, the age of ex-
isting generating facilities is likely to influence the
need for new capacity because construction may
be deferred if scheduled retirement of aging pow-
erplants can be delayed by plant rehabilitation
or efficiency improvements. Deferral prospects
vary considerably by region, By 1995, approxi-
mately 40 percent of the fossil steam generating
plants in MAIN, NPCC, and WSCC will be over
30 years old; many of these plants may be prom-
ising candidates for life extension. In terms of total
installed capacity, the opportunities for life ex-
tension will be greatest in ECAR, SERC, SPP, and
WSCC. In all regions, the degree to which this
option is exercised will be heavily influenced by
the comparative economics of other supply alter-
natives.

Other Key Variables

Opportunities for increased economy power
transfers between and within regions are found
to be attractive to a majority of utilities, but ex-
isting and planned transmission capacity will limit
these transfers.

The potential for cogeneration tends to be State
specific; opportunities are proving particularly
strong in the Gulf States, e.g., Texas and Loui-

siana, and in California. These systems will often
be in direct competition with the new technol-
ogies considered in this assessment.

Load management appears attractive in all re-
gions, although peak reduction in oil-dependent
systems could prove counterproductive in the
long run if it defers replacement of costly peak-
ing units.

Conservation is similarly attractive, although the
resource is both difficuIt to define and tap com-
pletely.

Land and/or energy resource availability con-
straints are expected to limit development of geo-
thermal, wind and solar technologies in some
regions.

Utility economic and financial characteristics
are so variable within as well as among regions
that no clear regional generalizations are drawn.

Generalizations about regional regulatory char-
acteristics prove similarly difficuIt, although the
policies of some innovative utilities commissions
are creating more favorable environments for
new technologies than might otherwise be the
case in their jurisdictions. In addition, given sit-
ing experiences to date, it seems reasonable to
expect that developers of new technologies may
experience permitting delays as localities adjust
the regulatory process to accommodate new
electric generating systems.

38-743 0 - 85 - 8


